Justin Bieber and Selena
Gomez Enjoy a Spooky Sunday
By Jennifer Ross
It looks like Justin Bieber and girlfriend Selena Gomez have
gotten a head start on celebrating Halloween this year,
according to People. The couple, along with a few friends, was
given a personal tour of the Goretorium on Sunday in Las
Vegas. Eli Roth, the venue’s creator, guided the group through
the multi-level horror labyrinth. Their spooky adventure
started in the lobby of the Delmont Hotel and ended in the
Goretorium retail shop. Bieber appeared to be feeling good,
compared to the previous night when he became sick on stage
before thousands of adoring fans.
What are some things to do as a couple around Halloween?
Cupid’s Advice:
Traditionally, Halloween is seen as a holiday for the kids.
However, it is also a perfect opportunity for you and your
partner to have child-like fun together. By dressing in
costumes, you two are able to innocently pretend you are
someone else, which is a game you may want to repeat
throughout the year. To be like a kid again with your mate,
here are a few ideas:
1. Corn maze: Attending a corn maze with your mate can be a
romantic adventure. No need to bring a flashlight, especially
if it becomes dark, so the two of you can get “lost” together.
Some things you will need to bring to make it extra nice are
hot cocoa in a thermos and a sweater or jacket to stay warm.
2. Pumpkin shopping: Shopping for pumpkins together at a local

pumpkin patch can be a great bonding moment and lots of fun.
You have the option of either choosing one pumpkin to carve
together or multiple ones to make a contest out of it. Then,
you two can dry the seeds in the oven and enjoy them, cuddling
while watching a scary movie.
3. Attend a costume party: Costume parties are almost always a
blast and going with your partner in a couples theme only adds
to the fun. If you want to put a spin on it this year, try
going to the party separately so that you both will not know
what the other one is dressed as. Then, see the surprise on
each other’s face as you two reveal your costumes to each
other at the party.
How did you and your partner celebrate Halloween? Scare us
with the details below.

